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There are favorable conjunctions of circumstances that,
if recognized and acted upon, allow an organization to
maximize opportunities.
So it was a few years back
when it was recognized that the establishment of an
archive for The Baker Street Irregulars would only become more difficult to assemble the longer we
waited. Further, what a triumph to preserve the papers,
artifacts, publications and significant correspondence of
our literary society for all time.
A longer than anticipated search was made for a suitable home, as the fit between the BSI and other alternatives wasn't quite right. However, after a long negotiation an agreement was reached with the Houghton
Library of Harvard University.
Surprisingly there were
naysayers within our ranks who asked why would the
Archives of The Baker Street Irregulars interest an institution like Harvard. Well, I admit we will be in some
very exalted company at the Houghton Library including that of Samuel Johnson's papers and a Gutenberg
Bible. But why the inferiority complex? Without bragging, our history as a literary society in the twentieth
century was significant and recognizable.
Houghton/
Harvard recognized the significance of having the BSI
Archives, and time has only increased their eagerness
to house this collection.
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ARCHIVES

Without doubt the most important gift to the Archives has
been from Irregular Glen Miranker. Glen has generously
donated his Baker Street Irregular materials, which consists of many original items from Christopher Morley and
Edgar W. Smith. There would be a huge hole without
Glen's gift, and we have built the foundation of the collection through his generosity. This particular collection is
exceptionally important to the establishment of a complete archive, or as complete an archive as we Irregulars
collectively will be able to put together over the coming
years.
Exactly what steps will we be taking in the future? We
have, in order:
•

selected an institution to house our archives

•

formed a BSI Trust Board charged with the responsibility of managing the solicitation of funds and accumulation of materials; Costa Rossakis and Glen
Miranker have agreed to head up these important
responsibilities respectively
begun a rough cataloging of material collected-in
the able hands of Bob Coghill and Bill Vande Water-which is the last step the BSI will take before
formally turning over the material to the Houghton.

•

continued on page 2

A GIFT TO THE ARCHIVES
It is a bittersweet thing to have the BSI materials in my
collection pass to the Trust and thence to the Houghton
Library. 1
I find myself swamped with feelings much like those I felt
sending a child off to college, another recent event in my
life. There is no question that it's the right thing to do, a
necessary and good thing, a stage in the life of these materials. But I will miss the easy familiarity I've had with these
letters for the past 21 years, the ability to "visit" them and
read them whenever the mood took me.
Yes, I did peruse the letters with some frequency, and
read the BSI manuscripts from time to time. Edgar W.
Smith's ornate membership certificate was on the wall of
continued on page 2
1 This donation consists of 510 letters, the business books of the
Baker Street Irregulars under Edgar W. Smith's leadership (until
his death in 1960) and Smith's membership certificate, which
bears his signature and Christopher Morley's.

Houghton Library's Bill Stoneman, Glen Miranker
and Mike Whelan at The Harvard Faculty Club
May 13, 2005

Photo by Bob Coghill
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THE BAKER STREET IRREGULARS ARCHIVES
The last step will be, with the help of all Irregulars and our
friends, to contribute needed funds and Sherlockian material
to be either gifted to the Archives or sold to enable purchase
of BSI items directly related to BSI history to enhance the
collection such as:
•
BSI functions - e.g., papers, toasts, musical interludes,
"Stand with Me," tapes, pictures
•

oral histories from early members

•

correspondence - tough to identify in advance, but we'll
know it when we see it

A GIFT TO THE ARCHIVES

•

Continued from page 1
BSI business papers meeting minutes

member letters, notices,

This project will be an ongoing one and one that will ultimately capture the history and heart of one of the most
fascinating and enduring literary societies in the United
States. The richness of the history of our organization will
be preserved for our members and can be of real use to
future scholars and Sherlockians.
M~CVtCleL
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Continued from page 1

my library, surveying my collection, and the sight of it
greeted me whenever I entered that room. I don't share Conan Doyle's faith in the occult, so I don't believe some spectral Smith was with me in the library. But I do feel certain that
Smith would have been amused, encouraging and appreciative of the passion, effort and growing knowledge reflected in
my collection as it grew up around his correspondence-a
claim I feel safe in making because I've read so many of his
letters. And to read his letters is to feel you knew Smith,
even without meeting him.

in his father's house that he might have overlooked.
Smith extended an invitation for Marv to come over and
look. Marv's thorough ways led them into Smith's attic,
where there were several filing cabinet drawers filled with
papers long forgotten. As the pair inspected the drawers,
they discovered that they were filled with Sherlockian
correspondence, papers, bills and manuscripts pertaining to The Baker Street Irregulars and Pamphlet House.
These papers soon joined Marv's collection, where they
remained in boxes as originally packed.

I bought the lion's share of these materials from Marv Epstein in 1984 when failing eyesight compelled him to part
with his collection. My prior association with Marv helped
school me as a collector, and the purchase immediately
lifted my collection to a new level.

Initially Marv planned to sell his collection en bloc and I
could not afford such a purchase. After many long discussions-with Peter Stern as our referee-Mary agreed
to sell some parts of the collection separately. But not his
BSI trove. More discussions ensued, and eventually
Marv was persuaded to offer the Baker Street Irregular
material for sale separately: the correspondence, the
business documents and notebooks and Baker Street
Irregular manuscript material. (What was set aside for
separate sale was his entire collection of pastiches and
much of his artwork, most notably a Paget from "The
Stockbroker's Clerk.")

Marv was the most accomplished collector I have known,
and a Sherlockian of the most generous and kind stamp. His
thirst for Sherlockian knowledge and his quest for books
were unremitting. In addition to his incessant questioning
and relentless drive, he had a few secret weapons. Marv
worked for AT&T and had access to the high-end technology
of the time: a WATTS line. In the 1960s and 1970s, longdistance calls were expensive. But not for Marv. He was
able to use his WATTS line as a collecting tool, becoming
one of the first networkers, long before the Internet made its
appearance. When he found people with interesting items,
he would call them often, cultivating them, enlisting them as
look-outs in search of items he coveted, disposing them to
call him first when promising books came their way. And he
was indefatigable; he would sit for hours in a bookshop or at
a book sale, going through every magazine, page-by-page,
looking for any and every Sherlockian item or reference.
One of Marv's early tutors was Norm Nolan (a Sherlockian
I never met, much to my regret). Nolan introduced Marv to
Lew Feldman, who in turn introduced him to Smith's son,
Edgar P. Smith. At the time, Smith was engaged in selling
much of his father's collection. Marv, in typical fashion, simply asked Smith, at some point, if there were perhaps things

Why did I want the BSI material so keenly? There's an
excitement in these 75-year-old letters,2 a palpable
sense of the moments of the creation of our organization.
It's impossible to read the letters without feeling that you,
too, are making the acquaintance of a fascinating cast of
characters, being drawn into their lives (initially their
Sherlockian lives, of course, but over time their family
lives, too) and vicariously forging a deep and affectionate
relationship with the fathers of our group.
The letters I most cherish fall into three groups. The first
group, dating from the mid-1930s, chronicles the
With many of Smith's correspondents, both sides of the correspondence have been preserved. In these materials, Smith
always corresponded by typed letters; he kept the carbon copies and sometimes the handwritten version of the letters he
gave his secretary to type. He also penciled handwritten notes
on some carbons and on some of the replies.

2
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beginnings of Smith's acquaintance with several BSI luminaries, first Vincent Starrett and then Christopher Morley,
and then traces his entrance into the small inner circle that
constituted The Baker Street Irregulars.
I am equally fond of the long correspondence between
Smith and Morley. The first letter dates from August 9, 1938,
the last from December 28, 1954, two years before Morley's
death. And in between, there were 2650thers.3 The first few
were fairly business-like. The two men were acquaintances,
then colleagues. But slowly a friendship blossoms, and so
does the language of the letters. Their missives make good
reading. They're articulate. They're witty. They're personal.
They're affecting.

The wording to this effect seems to me to be clear
and irrefutable. Watson took his degree as doctor of
medicine at the University of London in 1876, presumably at the age of 25 or 26. He pursued his
studies at Netley, and became attached to the Fifth
Northumberland Fusiliers, going out to join them just
as "the second Afghan War had broken out." He
was attached to the Berkshires, and received his
famous Jezail bullet in the shoulder (or, as we are
told elsewhere, in the leg) in the battle of Maiwand.

My third group of favorites includes letters that exhibit a
great bonhomie and humor-some
typed, others handwritten, a few long, others short-to and from a varied group of
correspondents: Basil Rathbone, Edith Meiser, Rex Stout,
Elmer Davis, Felix Morley, Frank Morley and more.

This battle occurred historically in July or AUQust,
1880. As late as September or October of that year,
certainly, Watson was convalescing at the base hospital in Peshawar, when he was struck down by an
attack of enteric fever, which endured "for months."
This would bring his new convalescence at least to
June of 1881, and it must have been full in the fall of
that year when he landed at Portsmouth. It was
specified that the Government would give him nine
months to attempt his reconstitution, but this specification seems never to have been lived up to, for
Watson lingered in London far, far beyond the allotted span. Perhaps he was never really reconstituted!

When he first encountered Vincent Starrett's writings, Smith
was 44 years old, a successful and gregarious vice president at General Motors. Though he had had little if any contact as yet with other Sherlockians, his avocation was deeply
rooted, as his first letter to Starrett reveals. The letter was
written in excitement after Smith had read The Private Life of
Sherlock Holmes. It's a long, long letter, but I urge you to
read it, to allow yourself to be taken in by Smith's enthusiasms and to revel in what he calls "being lost in the illusion
of stories that are out of space and out of time, and of being
enamored of a character who is ageless."
October 15, 1936
Dear Mr. Starrett:

Back in London, then, toward the end of 1881, he
stayed "for some time" at a private hotel in the
Strand, spending too much money. At length-and it
must have been at long length, for we know his slow
and plodding ways-he made up his mind to seek a
more economical way of life, and when he fell in
with your Stamford, he opened the door to his epochal association with Holmes. It must have been at
the very earliest in the spring of 1882-and quite
possibly much later than that-when the removal to
Baker-street was accomplished. This would date the
meeting of the inseparables a good two years after
the date traditionally assigned to it.

I read your "Private Life of Sherlock Holmes" with the
genuine enthusiasm of one who has himself cherished from boyhood the admirable illusion that our
hero really lived, and who in doddering middle age
has physically tramped the length and breadth of
Baker-street with nostalgia in his soul.
You have done Holmes a great service in treating
him with such dignity and affection. I would have
liked really to see more about him and the incomparable Watson, and less about the inconsequential
mimes and burlesques of a character as hallowed by
tradition-saving
only the tribute you pay to Arthur
Wontner-but such little as there was of the Private
Life itself was entirely enjoyable, and I thank you for
it.

And when did the denouement4 as to Holmes's profession at last take place? We know only that it occurred on "March the fourth." It is stupefying to think
that even six or ten months elapsed before Watson
discovered what Holmes was up to-which would
make the date March 4, 1885. Yet we are forced to this
belief from Watson's own evidence when he speaks
of "weeks going by" during which his wonder was

If I may, I would like to quarrel with one chronological
deduction in your work-the setting of the date of
Watson's meeting with Holmes as "late in the year
1880 or perhaps early in 1881." I find, in the first place,
no internal evidence in the "Study in Scarlet" of Holmes'

3This number does not represent their whole correspondence,
however, since some gaps are clearly evident.

3

having first revealed his profession to his fellow
lodger, as you state, on "March the fourth in 1881."
The month and the day are indeed recorded, but not
the year, and those of us who are eager to prolong
the mortal span of the great man can find hope in
the fact that it could not have been 1881, but more
probably was 1883 or 1884, that saw the revelation
take place.

What does he mean, denouement?
the word.

4

Not the usual meaning of
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prolonged-certainly
a longer period than the usual cal
culations would admit.
Briefly, the very earliest date we can assign to the
denouement is March 4, 1882. The stronger evidence is
is to the effect that it was March 4, 1883 ("weeks" after
Watson's arrival at Baker-street in the fall of 1882). And
I submit that it is even possible, giving Watson's dilatory
characteristics full weight, that he did not meet Holmes
until some time early in 1883, which would make the
date of revelation March 4, 1884.

his job after the first few months.
I was greatly pleased by all you had to say about
my book, and its hero; and, if you will give me a
little time, I should like to answer your arguments
at length- as to the date of Holmes's first meeting with Watson. This is merely to acknowledge
your courtesy and thank you for your letter.
All good wishes
Sincerely

Let us, in any event compromise on the time of
meeting having been the fall of 1882, and the date of the
denouement March 4, 1883. That would make Watson,
by the evidence of his medical career, a sober settled
man of thirty when his life really began. I offer this datum
as a contribution to Holmesiana-the
first, probably, I
have ever made.
But I have torn my copies of the treasured volumes
nearly to shreds in the vain effort to get some definite clue as to when Holmes himself was born, and
how old he was when Watson met him. My best
guess would be that he was four or five years Watson's junior. Young Stamford, before the meeting,
replied to Watson's query: "A Medical student, I suppose?" by saying: "No-I have no idea what he intends to qo in for." In the chemical laboratory of the
hospital, he was the sole "student" in the room. Obviously, he was just starting on his career-but
the
evidence is shockingly incomplete. Have you ever
discovered yourself any useful data in this regard?
In any event, thanks for the very scholarly and very
entertaining book. It took me back more years than I
like to think, but, strangely enough, it made me feel
younger instead of older. Perhaps that is part of being lost in the illusion of stories that are out of space
and out of time, and of being enamored of a character who is ageless!
Very truly yours,
Edgar W. Smith
This delightful missive went unanswered ... for nearly a
year! I've often wondered how Smith felt when he failed to
get a reply. But Starrett had an unimpeachable excuse, as
you'll see, when 10 months later, he replied with a scant
two paragraphs to Smith's 1,000 words:

From what follows, it is clear that one of Smith's letters is
missing, for Starrett's next note to him is a detailed fourpage account of how to collect and which books should
make up the backbone of a Sherlockian collection. It also
includes an explicit invitation to become "one of the inner
circle" of Sherlockian scholars:
25 November 1937
Dear Mr. Smith:

16 August 1937
Scholarly SmithI am sorry that your friendly and delightful letter
about Holmes (15 October, 1936) should have had
to wait so long for an answer. I am just back from
China, after an absence of two years, and find some
hundreds of letters awaiting me, which my brother
did not trouble to forward. I think he rather tired of

I am interested in your implied wish to join the ranks
of Sherlock collectors. I like to welcome others to the
field, which is closer to my heart than any other, although I am a frantic enough collector of other things, t
too. The detective-story field, with its little special corner
of Sherlockiana, is a growing one. In a little time the difficult trivia will be more difficult to obtain; and it behooves
us to get it now, if possible, before it gets into the
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category of sweepstake prizes. [He then supplies three
pages of detailed suggestions on what to collect]
If you would case to be a member of the inner circle, so
to speak, as far as America is concerned, I should be
happy to make you a member of the Baker Street
Irregulars, which is in effect the Sherlock Holmes society
of America, headed by Christopher Morley. As a ringleader in the group, I can do this without trouble, and in
deed would like to do it very much. There are no dues.
We meet, sometimes once a year, at a New York restaurant, get mildly tight, and discuss Sherlock furiously until
the small hours-a good group, as you may imagine, including a number of distinguished names. William Gillette,
the actor, was one of us; and Frederic Dorr Steele, the
Sherlock illustrator, is still one. Alas, the good Gillette!
Our organ is the Saturday Review of Literature, or rather
Morley's department in that journal, the Bowlinq Green.
That is all there is to it, but Chris and I would welcome
you. Indeed, I have already mentioned you to him as a
possible addition to the circle. Woollcott is sometimes
with us, also, and Elmer Davis, the novelist. Whether
there will be a dinner this winter or not, I can not now say.
The last I attended was in 1934; and in 1935 I went to
China. [There follows another page on what to collect.]
Perhaps 'tis enough for a beginning.
All good wishes.
Sincerely
(signed) Vincent Starrett
Smith is all eagerness and wastes no time in replying:
December 7,1937
Dear Mr. Starrett:
Your very generous letter of November 25 has set
me well upon my way. The material included with it,
and the very redolence of Baker-street in the letter
itself, have confirmed me in my desire to win a place
among the Irregulars. It would have to be a timid
place at first, because the bold and roaring hometown Sherlockian of Maplewood, New Jersey, whose
friends all think him slightly cracked in his assertion
that a shadow can become incarnate, would be neophyte indeed among the really great who have known
that miracle so long and so well-and
who have
striven so mightily that it should come to pass ....
I am deeply grateful to you again for your most helpful letter-and
for the book,s which inspired mine
which inspired it.

Smith waits for an introduction to Morley (impatiently, I
imagine) and then in August of the next year takes matters
into his own hands. He introduces himself, asks about the
BSI and boldly encloses no fewer than three (!) typescripts
of his Sherlockian essays:
August 9, 1938
Dear Mr. Morley:
During the past several months I have been in
correspondence with Vincent Starrett in connection with a commentated catalog I have prepared
listing all of the minor personae in the Sherlock
Holmes tales-some
eight hundred characters in
all. Starrett insists that the work deserves publication, and I have put the possibility of finding an
outlet for it entirely in his hands-it
is not at all
about this "Appointment in Baker Street" that I am
writing you, but rather about some other ventures
in the related field which I have more recently undertaken.
Starrett tells me that you are the acknowledged
protagonist and protector of the faith in all things
Sherlockian on this side of the water, and I
thought you might, in consequence, be interested
in the essays I am enclosing"The Long Road
from Maiwand," "Up from the Needle," and 'The
Curious Incident of the Tour de Force." If you think
these would be of value to the truly elect, I should
be glad to have any ideas you might offer as to
their distribution-the
first, particular having to do
with the date of Watson's meeting with Holmes,
advances certain controversial contentions which I
am especially anxious to test in the fiercer fires of
criticism with which you are more familiar than I
am myself. I might add, quite sincerely, that these
essays, and other sorties Sherlockiana which I
have attempted, are not the result of ulterior literary ambitions, but are labors in love pure and simple.
Starrett also told me something of the Baker
Street Irregulars. Is this band still operating, and is
membership in it beyond the realm of my aspirations?
Sincerely Yours,
That Smith is "one of them" is immediately obvious to
Morley. Without even asking, he forges ahead and publishes one of Smith's pieces in The Saturday Review. A
less dilatory correspondent than Starrett, Morley promptly
invites Smith to join the Irregulars and to have lunch with
him.
August 12, 1938
Dear Mr. Smith,

Sincerely yours,
Edgar W. Smith

5Starrett's Private Life of Sherlock Holmes.
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I am so delighted by your letter. I hope I have not
taken an unwarrantable liberty: those engaging little
essays arrived just at the moment when there is a
vacancy in my Bowling Green department in The
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regulars,
Incident"
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time
must

Review. And as that has long been an esoutlet for the theses of the Baker Street IrI am at once sending through "The Curious
for print.

Finally, I treasure some gems that stand out in Smith's exchange of letters with scores of other correspondents. But
none sums up so succinctly the warmth that Smith's many
correspondents felt toward him as this two-sentence letter
from Rex Stout (whom Smith addressed
as Rex
"Iconoclast" Stout):

B.S.1. leads a vague and sporadic existence.
haven't met now for a couple of years, but some
next winter there will be a dinner and surely you
be handsomely inducted.

June 11th, 1943
Honored Sir:
About the only piece of mail containing nothing but
pure delight that I ever get nowadays is a communication from you. I send this line, therefore, to convey my esteem and appreciation.

A publisher friend of mine is interested in the idea of
publishing a little column of Baker Street Irregularities
and with your permission, I will hold these pieces of
yours awhile for further thinking. I hope a little later we
can have lunch together and consider these congenial
matters.

Your obedient servant
(signed) Rex Stout

With kind regards,
Cordially yours,
(Signed) Christopher Morley
Smith replies enthusiastically
face-to-face meeting:

the next week, proposing

Edith Meiser was another of Smith's correspondents. She
scripted a popular Sherlockia'n radio series. While scripts
were not among the items that Vincent Starrett had counseled
Smith to seek out as a collector, Smith had his eye on
a Meiser's radio scripts for the BSI archives and was not shy
about asking:

August 18, 1938
February 13, 1942

Dear Mr. Morley:
Thank you very much for your note of August
saw the issue of the "Saturday Review" of the
and am, of course, delighted at the treatment
Curious Incident" received. The liberty you took
certainly a warrantable one!

12. I
15th,
"The
was

My dear Miss Meiser:
I have not had an opportunity until now to express, on
behalf of the Baker Street Irregulars, the appreciation
which all of us felt for you having graced our gathering
on January 9th, if even for so short a time.6

I do hope I may have an opportunity to be inducted
into the Baker Street Irregulars this coming winter, and
that long before that I may have the pleasure of lunching with you. We have a very decent restaurant here in
the Building, and if you would not object to being surrounded by "oodles" of industrialists, capitalist, et ai, I
would love to have you come up here any day in the
near future that would be convenient for you.

You have done the fraternity an inestimable service, if
I may take it upon myself again to speak for us all, in
the faithful scripting you have given to the Sunday
night radio serials. Several of our members have
made the rather ambitious suggestion, incidentally,
that a copy of all of these Holmesian scripts would be
made a permanent part of our archives .... Do you
think it could be arranged?

Yours very cordially,

With respectful salutations and renewed expressions
of the appreciation all of us feel,

By January 9th Smith is on close enough terms with Morley
to be writing to him as "Porky Shinwell." And in keeping with
Morley's irregularity, the two have still not had lunch, nor
have they met face to face. And their publishing activities are
off to a fine start:
January 9, 1939

Sincerely yours,
Edgar W. Smith (Buttons)
Ms. Meiser promptly responded with a note.
Monday

Dear Porky,

Dear Mr. Edgar (Buttons) Smith,

... the "Appointment" in proof of which I am sending
you six, under separate cover.

First of all may I say how pleased and flattered I was
to have the opportunity to meet the Baker Street Irregulars-and
now to be asked to make an addition to
the archives-is
most deeply appreciated.
.... The script I'm going to send is my all time favorite
-"The
Speckled Band." It's been the audition script
for every sponsor to whom we've sold the series-

... Thanks ever so much for your help and encouragement-including the plug in the Saturday Review.
I still hope we can get together some time for lunch .
Sincerely yours,
Edgar W. Smith

6Meiser was "The Woman" for that evening.
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and it has always been the one we start off with ...
Thank you and all the Irregulars again for your kindness and forbearance.
Gratefully yours,
(signed) Edith Meiser
A second note followed.
Dear Mr. SmithHere after long delay (many apologies)
scripts you were kind enough to ask for.

are the

"The Speckled Band" (as I explained before) is the
one we considered our lucky script. I'm sending you
this rather battered copy to show what a director's
copy looks like after the show is over. The hieroglyphics are mostly timing. If you should rather have
a beautiful new clean copy I'd be very glad to have it
retyped.

This is volume 1, issue 1 of The Baker Street
Irregulars Trust newsletter. You received this
copy because you are on the mailing list for The
Baker Street Journal or are a member of the
Baker Street Irregulars.
If you are not interested in
receiving further issues, or
have comments and/or
suggestions,
please contact:
Julie McKuras
13512 Granada Ave.
Apple Valley, MN 55124
Or by email toMike9750@aol.com

Gratefully & cordially yours,

A Gift from the Trust

(signed) Edith Meiser

Leslie Klinger donated the manuscript for The New Annotated Sherlock Holmes: The Novels, as a gift to the BSI
Trust, which in turn gave it to The Sherlock Holmes Collections at the University of Minnesota. The book is the
third and final volume in the series and was published in
November of this year.

March 31, 1942
Dear Miss Meiser:
Thank you so much for your cordial letter, and for the
scripts which accompanied it. They are indeed treasures to be jealously cherished in our B.S.I. archives,
and it is by all means desirable in the museum spirit
to have the battered work copy, in particular, of "The
Speckled Band," rather than an ordinary retyped transcript.
In my next communication to the members, I shall
announce with gratification and pride that these historic documents are now among our memorabilia of
the Master,

~~THECONTENTS OF THE BAG ... "
There is approximately $9,365.00 in the BSI Trust account. Significant contributions to the Trust will be publicized in the Baker Street Journal and this newsletter.

Gift levels are:

Sincerely,
Edgar W. Smith
These few letters are demonstrative of the insight, even the
participation in the creation and early days of The Baker
Street Irregulars as known to us. I urge Sherlockians to read
the letters in their new home. How else can you learn things
such as:
Smith helped his friends get G.M. cars
The years of work that went into the publications of "The
Trilogy Dinner."

CiLeli\, Mt.rClIi\,Yur, lSSl.
Baker Street IrreQulars Trust Hotline
Have a lead on materials for the Baker
Street Irregulars Trust? Contact
Glen Miranker at:
BSIT@Miranker.com

$1000 and over-By ten and by ten
$500-$999-By
five and by five
$250-$499-By
two and by two
Up to $249-By one and by one

THE BSI TRUST OFFICERS
Michael F. Whelan- "Wiggins"
Andrew G. Fusco
Leslie S. Klinger-Secretary
Glen S. Miranker-Archival
Material Acquisition
Daniel Posnansky
Constantine Rossakis-Fund
Raising
Steven Rothman
Additionally:
Peter E. Blau-Special
Adviser
Bob Coghill, Bill Vande Water- Archivists
Julie McKuras-Newsletter
Editor
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THE BAKER STREET IRREGULARS TRUST FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
".. Jor the sake

if the Trust ... "

1. "Whose was it?" What exactly is The Baker Street Irregulars Trust?
The Trust is a special part of The Baker Street Irregulars, the literary society dedicated to the study of Sherlock Holmes
and Dr. Watson. The Trust is designed to archive and preserve historical documents for the study of Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle, Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson, the Victorian world, and the individuals and organizations such as the BSI
which have devoted themselves to such studies. The Trust has a special interest in preserving materials relating to the
history of the BSI, its members and friends.
2. "Who shall have it?" Where is the Trust archive, and who may use it?
The Trust archive is located at the Houghton Library at Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts. The archival material may be used by any qualified scholar, subject to the normal rules and regulations of the Library.
3. "What was the month?" When was the Trust and the archive created?
The Trust came into being in 2003, at the impetus of Michael Whelan, "Wiggins" of The Baker Street Irregulars. As
"Wiggins," Mr. Whelan took over curatorship of a large body of papers belonging to previous heads of the BSI and determined to make the papers accessible to scholars. The current trustees are Mike Whelan, Andy Fusco, Les Klinger, Glen
Miranker, Dan Posnansky, Costa Rossakis, and Steve Rothman. Peter Blau is a special adviser to the Trust. The trustees are expected to function independently of the BSlleadership.
4. "Where was the sun?" Who may donate to the archive?
The trustees seek materials and monetary contributions from all sources. In particular, the trustees hope to attract private papers relating to the history of the BSI and the Irregulars who make up its history. However, the trustees also seek
contributions of items (principally, books) which may be sold for the benefit of the Trust as well as cash contributions.
5. "Where was the shadow?" How will my donation be recognized?
Significant contributions to the Trust will be publicized in The Baker Street Journal and this newsletter.
6. "How was it stepped?" How do I make a donation?
The initial step to making a donation is to contact one of the trustees. For non-cash donations, the materials will be
evaluated for suitability for the archives. If donated materials are duplicative of materials already held in the archive, then
(with the donor's permission), the Trust will seek to sell the materials. The Trust may also use cash contributions and
proceeds of sales to purchase materials for the archives which cannot be obtained by donation.
7. "What shall we give for it?" What should I consider donating?
The Trust seeks primary materials regarding the history of the BSI and the Irregulars. This consists of correspondence,
photographic and audio materials, manuscripts of historical documents, biographical material, newspaper clippings, and
magazine articles. It also can accept valuable Sherlockian books which may be sold to raise funds for the Trust. The
Trust does not intend to create a collection which duplicates the Sherlock Holmes Collections of the University of Minnesota or the Arthur Conan Doyle Collection of the Toronto Metropolitan Reference Library and so does not actively seek
editions of the Sherlock Holmes Canon or scholarly works unless the material has a direct bearing on the history of the
BSI or the Irregulars.
In order to deduct a non-cash donation of $5,000 or more, the donor must arrange for a "qualified appraisal" of the donation. This requires an appraisal by an appraiser knowledgeable in the field. The trustees may suggest an appraiser; however, the cost of the appraisal must be borne by the donor. Contributions of $250 or more will be acknowledged in writing; however, for non-cash items, tax regulations prohibit the Trust from acknowledging the dollar value of the donation.
8. "Why should we give it?" Do I get tax benefits from making a donation?
The Trust, as a part of the BSI, is an educational and literary organization described in Section 501 (c)(3) of the Internal
Revenue Code, contributions to which are deductible under Section 170 of such Code for federal and most state income
tax purposes. Donors should consult their own tax advisors with respect to the applicable limitations on such deductions.

